
miscellaneous 

 

-Part 1, Introduction: Heritage 

 

„Dear Brandon! I do hope that this finds you well as I am sure to be at rest when you read it. 

To you I leave my old home and my bookbinding shop –which you were always very fond of. 

The books there are worth a lot by themselves and you could get a lot more from the house – 

should you decide to sell it. If not, may it be as good a home for you as it used to be for me. 

To Thomas, the eldest of my grandchildren, I leave the old coal mine, the one I gave my sister, 

Claire, as a wedding gift. However, it is more of a burden, than a gift: you must try to...” 

As my eyes were now skidding over my brother’s part of the will, I lifted my gaze from the 

yellowish piece of paper and handed it to him, pointing a finger at the beginning of the 

paragraph, which contained his part of the heritage.  

’Incredible, how nerve-gnawingly boring these family gatherings can get...’ – I thought silently 

and sank deep into my chair and possibly even deeper into my thoughts, which were now 

swirling around great wooden book presses and large rooms with gleaming windows and 

wallpaper permeated with the sweet perfume of ink, paper and binding glue. I was quite sure 

that my Grandfather would leave his shop and his house to me and was equally sure that I’d be 

over the clouds to call both of them mine. However, as I sat there, spinning the empty wine 

glass anxiously on its stem, a heavy feeling of gloom fell over me. Was is because of the strange 

words about my brother’s part of my heritage (I didn’t even know about the mine!) or was it 

due to Grandpa bringing up his dead sister, Claire in his last written words to me?  

We all knew quite little of her, except that we  referred to her as aunt Claire and that she had 

died of kidney failure some decades ago. She was a good ten years younger than my Grandfather 

and was a complete mystery to everyone in our family. Our father never told us the exact time 

of her death –or anything in particular about her- and after some time, me and my brother have 

come to the conclusion, that he didn’t know much about her either, so we stopped asking.  

My thoughts –buzzing around like hungry flies over a carcass- were interrupted by my brother, 

throwing me a small package, roughly the size of a credit card and telling me that it had fallen 

out from the envelope of the will. It was a piece of strange paper –a letter, as I’ve later found 

out-, wrapped around a small copper key, corroded to the point that only small dots of the 

gleaming red metal were visible under the thick layer of green patina. I shoved the key into my 

pocket and tried to read the tiny letters on the (parchment? paper? leather?) package of it. Of 

course, it proved closely impossible but I had the feeling that it held something sinister, some 

piece of information that would turn my pleasant memories of my Grandfather into a greenish-

grey slime of dismay reeking of disappointment and regret. I elbowed Alice and handed her the 

curious letter, muttering the words „What do you think?” under my breath.  

She sighed and took the peculiar relic in her gentle hand and tried to examine it without raising 

too much attention –after all, it was clear that my grandfather didn’t want it to be open 

knowledge in our family which is why he left it to me the way he did, by excluding it from his 



original will. I needn’t have studied her face with only half the effort she gave the letter for it 

was more than clear that it left her disturbed, maybe even slightly shaken.  

-There’s writing on it but I can’t make it out in this dim light. –said my fiancé.  

-OK, we’ll take a closer look once we get home. 

I was more than sure that Alice would help me find out more about the enigmatic artifact than 

I would on my own. It’s what attracted me to her in the first place: always being able to see the 

picture in a different light and not to mention that besides being incredibly intelligent, she was 

exceedingly pretty. Not the kind of bombshell form the beach you’d stare at like some creep 

but the kind of person who masks their tight woven story of pain, joy and constant search for 

their true self behind a surprisingly enchanting layer of simplicity.  

Not being able to read the text, I turned my attention to what it had been written on. One thing 

I was sure of: it was anything but paper. My best guess was a strange king of parchment but the 

colour and the texture were off. It did not possess the rigidity of old manuscripts written on 

leather –it had a flexibility beyond anything I’ve ever seen in my ten years of museum work 

but at the same time it didn’t look like it had been prepared be expert hands. It was thick and 

had veins of rotten brown colour running across it but didn’t look like the linear grain of papyrus 

seen on documents from the lost world of Pharaohs and the blazing seas of sand. The pattern of 

the veins was not unlike a section of a Lichtenberg tree, a particular type of scarring seen on 

the skin of lighting-strike victims.  

-Hey, Hon, look at these lines... Like tiny blood-vessels weaving across it, isn’t it? It’s like 

nothing I’ve ever seen before.  

-Whatever, it gives me the creeps. Put it away, Brandon, I don’t like it.  

With a deep, heavy sigh, I wrapped the letter around the key and sunk it into the pocket of my 

velvet dinig vest. The dinner went on and nobody’s mood seemed to be changed by the strange 

little artifact, but mine. I just couldn’t get it out of my head. One question was constantly biting 

at my mind: if my grandfather wanted me to seal the mine, why would he leave it to Tom? Why 

give my brother the right to the mine and have me deal with its possibly strange (sinister) 

history? Is there something which I can figure out but not Tom with his brilliant mind of an 

engineer? The fact that I, as a researcher of old documents, get a whole bookbinding shop and 

the biggest personal library I’ve ever seen and my brother, as an appreciated mining engineer, 

gets an old coal mine none of us has ever heard of seemed rather obvious. But why have me 

play Indiana Jones with my brother’s property? And the key... It was too small to open anything 

but a jewellery box, or a locket or possibly (a book) something else.  

Three hours later I was in our apartment with Alice, sitting at my desk with a magnifying glass 

in one hand and the letter in the other. Alice had already kissed me good night and went to bed 

so it was just me, my thoughts and the neatly written text which seemed to hold so much once 

my sight pored over it through the gentle curve of the looking glass and managed to untie its 

tiny knots of letters.  

-Don’t stay up too late with that thing, alright, Darling? 

-I’m just going to read it. Only once, okay? 



Of course, both of us knew that wasn’t the case. I was prepared to re-read the letter as many 

times as it took to unveil its mystery. Seeing the lengths my grandfather went to get this piece 

of information to me without any one from my family noticing its existence, I was sure that the 

text would be encrypted or coded somehow. With this in my mind, I was more than astonished 

how it got its message through point-blank.  

„Dear Brandon! I figured you’d be the person to take care of the fortune of knowledge I managed to gather during my 

time spent on this earthly plain. My time’s come to meet my Creator, so all shrouds should lift, shouldn’t they? But 

be aware, not all knowledge is pleasant to the soul... If you think fondly of me, I do hope this won’t change it too much. 

My sister, Claire: it’s true that she’s most likely dead by now but the cause is most certainly not kidney failure. My 

very son and daughter have no knowledge of the truth but I must tell you and you alone. Claire, in fact, was very much 

alive when I informed your father on the phone of her passing. She was being transported to the Saint Dymphna Asylum 

while I was talking on the phone. The reason for that is too long and far too painful for me to cast into ingots of text, 

so I’ll let you know in a different way. However, you must do as I ask one last time. 

It’s all about the mine. I hadn’t had a choice but to leave it to dear Thomas –otherwise I would’ve encountered far too 

many legal issues which I will not bore you with. I know Tom must be very excited about bringing the old mine back 

from the dead and I hate to disappoint him. I’m telling this to you for I know that you bare little interest in wealth 

and are more likely to make the right choice. You must stop him from entering that place at all costs! That place is 

evil. The only work it needs is the installation of enough explosives to blow it to kingdom come. If you want answers, 

you must go to my –I mean now your – house and find the book which intrigued you the most as a child. Do the right 

thing, Branny! 

         Grandpa” 

Even after the sixth time poring over the letters etched into the strange piece of (whatever it 

was) paper, a cold chill ran down my spine. After reading the text, the thing on what it was 

written –to which I shall refer as parchment- seemed even more unsettling, as if fear itself was 

oozing out from the veins running all the way across its surface. Of course I remembered the 

book, how couldn’t I! It was a thick, leather bound one with iron hinges on it and it also featured 

a tiny lock. Grandpa was a master of making exquisitely crafted book covers made out of the 

most exotic types of leather, embroidered with silver silk and plated with polished copper at the 

corners, bearing the title in shining gold leaf... The book above mentioned, however –though 

flawlessly made- bore no sign of an artistic touch. The only writing on it was the title hot-

stamped into the cheap steer-hide: Miscellaneous. Whenever I asked Grandpa about the book’s 

contents, he’d always give me the same answer: „It’s exactly what the title says. Quotes, letters, 

poems and such... Fragments of memories and the last joys of an old soul.” 

The key I beheld seemed to open the book and I feared that it would cast a gloomy shadow over 

all my cherished thoughts of my Grandfather.  

 

 

-Part 2: The Hall of Lore 

 



I awoke with feelings of powerful anxiety, restlessness and nausea with vague fragments of my 

dream drifting in and out of my awareness, not clear enough to be a cause of dread but present 

enough to cloud my perception of reality. Alice was nowhere to be found in the bedroom and 

judging from the clattering sounds coming from the kitchen, she was probably making us coffee 

or preparing breakfast. A quick glance at my alarm clock told me that I didn’t sleep over, in 

fact I still had half an hour left. This struck me as weird, because usually I was the one to get 

up earlier, Alice was quite a good sleeper and the bed sheet was already cold next to me, 

meaning that she must have gotten up quite some time ago.  

The smell of fresh coffee and toast seeping in from the kitchen made my stomach growl with 

hunger, so I quickly got out of bed. After having breakfast with Alice, I told her my plans for 

the day.  

-Listen, Darling, I have to get this thing at grandpa’s you know... It’s been awhile since anybody 

has been in his shop, so... 

-Cut it Bran, I know that it’s the book which nags you. I know that there’s no stopping you once 

you get something in your head, so go if you have to but please promise me that you’ll be 

careful. I’ve read that letter too and I didn’t like it one bit. I can’t put my finger on it but 

something smells fishy about the whole mine thing. I don’t fancy the idea of giving it to Tom 

and leaving you with a riddle. Don’t let your curiosity harm you, I don’t think this is going to 

be one of those treasure hunts your Grandpa used to bring you on, where X marked the spot 

and the treasure was only cookies or candy.  

-You know that he liked to speak in riddles, don’t you?  

-I think there’s something more going on here than just riddles. „ [...] that place is evil.” How 

does this not sound scary? 

-Huh, getting spooked of ghosts? –I teased, pronouncing the word „ghousts” with a long „U” 

in the middle. To say the truth, I was more like trying to convince myself that the words written 

on the peculiar piece of parchment bore nothing sinister but one last prank of Grandpa’s. 

Though it was easier to „give the macho talk” while having morning coffee in the bright kitchen, 

playing such an elaborate joke on his death-bed didn’t really sound much like my Grandfather.  

A few hours later I was driving towards my Grandpa’s old house and workshop with my 

sweating hands clutched around the steering wheel. Thoughts kept swirling around in my head, 

blending into a shapeless mass and casting a grey leaden cloud over my mood. The calming 

sight of the dashing scenario didn’t help much either: instead of the feeling that I was speeding 

towards something, I felt like I was standing still and it was life itself, which was rushing past 

me, bringing an inevitable change with it. „A change of perspective can mean a change in the 

event itself”- as Alice would say... I let out a short, sardonic laugh, for the change above 

mentioned brought only the unnerving feeling of slowly losing control over the course of the 

upcoming events. 

I arrived to the old house and by the time I got out of my car, my anxiety was somewhat dulled 

by the overwhelming curiosity which burned within me, though it was fear which clutched my 

throat tighter than the strongest fist. However, it was not like the bitter-sugary nervousness of 

the first kiss but a deep sense of apprehension caused by already feeling the ominous winds of 

foul change on your face but still having to figure out its kind. 



The house was in good shape but upon closer inspection one could find spots where the touch 

of age has brushed against it. Its large walls of red brick were somewhat ashen and the vines 

creeping up on its walls no longer had their healthy green colour – they were grey and leaves 

could scarcely be found on any of them. It took the authorities ten years after the death of my 

grandfather to reveal his will. He was exceedingly rich but spent most of his money on books 

and different kinds of facilities, so that even after his death he could be of help to members of 

our family. He bought large cornfields and cottages so that two of my cousins could live the 

country live they’ve dreamed of while not having to break their backs for earning the money to 

buy the land all by themselves. He also had partial ownership in a large electronics company, 

so that my little sister could lead a normal life in Glasgow. You might think that the house I 

inherited was a joke compared to what the rest of my relatives got... Let me tell you, you’re 

dead wrong. His personal library is worth a small fortune by itself (antiques, manuscripts and 

even a few old, handwritten codices) and the house –with all its broken windows and missing 

tiles – could easily be renovated to make a decent place of living or sold for a hefty price.  

The hand-carved wooden door creaked open without any resistance as if my grandfather had 

left it open on purpose. The sweet perfume of wood breathed a gentle stroke of relief on the 

fingers of fear clutching my throat and I tried to inhale as much of the scent once so dear to my 

heart, as my lungs could accept. The summers spent at my grandfather’s place were always a 

time I would look forward to.  

Though time has been kind with the old building it did not pass without leaving a gentle but 

surely noticeably mark of its wings on it. There was no dirt or stains on the carpet but if paid 

enough attention, one could notice the cobwebs in the corners and the shine of polished coffee 

tables was also swept away by the hand of age. After my nostrils have accommodated to the 

old scent I’ve longed so much to feel again, I could place another odour blended into it: the dull 

smell of rotting pot-weeds – the stench of decay. It wasn’t strong enough to be oppressing but 

present enough to remind me: nobody’s lived here for about a decade. I began roaming around 

in the house, visiting all the rooms I’ve played in as a child, the kitchen, which always used to 

be permeated with the scent of tea –my Grandfather had loathed coffee, even when Grandma 

was alive- and so on and so forth. The two places I weren’t yet prepared to venture into were 

my Grandfather’s study and his library. The more I kept wandering around in the house, the 

more I noticed how much it has changed since nothing short of solitude has inhabited it for ten 

years. Since dust is made out of the dead cells of the human skin, the lack of it could easily be 

explained – what I saw was the silent cleanliness left behind by the Ferryman. The feeling that 

my beloved Grandpa’s crossed and that there was nothing to change it swept over me again, 

almost as strong as the day I’ve found out about his death. Cold hands of gloom were stroking 

the strings of my heart in a soft, somber tone.  

With a deep sigh, I stopped dead in my tracks, turned around and in a quick pace made my way 

towards the library – after all, I came here with a purpose. Grandpa used to call it the Hall of 

Lore and even as an adult, I was awe-struck by the size of the room. Only the top of the 

wallpaper could be seen for the towering shelves stretched up almost to the ceiling. Each had a 

railed ladder, which could be slid along the shelf if needed. Old oil lanterns from before the 

First World War, converted into electric lamps, hung on the shelves, their wires carefully 

concealed in the grooves carved into the shelves. The floor was covered with a great, Persian 

carpet and cushioned armchairs covered in red velvet laid scattered all over it. In front of each 



of them was a brass book stand and behind a tall reading lamp, its cover made out of the most 

expensive, masterfully worked leather.  

Because of this room, the house was one of a kind and not just because the great many books 

stored inside. Instead of dedicating an already existent room for the library, the whole two-story 

house was built around the Hall of Lore, which took up two stories in height. There were two 

stairways running around it on the outside, leading into the other rooms in the house. On one 

afternoon, when it was raining cats and dogs and there was nothing to do outside, Grandpa 

showed Tom and me the plan of the house while sipping hot tea in the library.  

„See, I’ve built my house around knowledge as all of us should build their lives around love 

and affection.” Of course, we asked why not the other way around, and he told us: 

„Knowing’s like never being hungry but feeling is like tasting good food. One does not know 

love but feels it” – of course, it was only later that we understood these words.  

Not one shimmering spark of glory did the great Hall lose over the course of the years as if time 

itself had gone easy on the library. The whole room was bathed in the bright orange of afternoon 

sunlight, giving the veils of cobweb covering the books a shameful defeat in their effort to steal 

the magnificence of the majestic place. And there I stood, amidst the towers of wisdom, in front 

of which my soul was kneeling humbly, my mind shivering with insignificance at the sight of 

the greatest work of my Grandfather.  

The moment, however, was short lived. I had a job to do. I remembered the book well, the smell 

of it still lingering in my nose, its title –Miscellaneous – etched not only into leather but into 

the back of my skull. My memories of it, however, did not extend to its location. For hours I 

pored over endless shelves, nearly memorized the titles of the „M” section, conquered the fierce 

height of the room on more ladders than I could count and arched my back so that I could check 

the spines of the dust covered books on the bottom-most shelves... „Miscellaneous”, however, 

I could not find for two long hours. I knew it was in the room, though, waiting for my sight to 

fall upon it.  

After rubbing my back and taking a deep sigh, I found one of the old treasure maps my 

Grandfather drew me, with a large „X” in the middle. I remembered how I stood for hours in 

the place marked by the sign and wondered if there was anything to find at all. The words of 

my Grandfather rang out clearly in my mind:  

„Should you try to hide something very well, put it in plain sight and no one shall ever find it.” 

I tapped my forehead for being so stupid and when I pulled my hand away from my face, my 

gaze instantly fell upon the book, which laid on a small table in a far corner. I let out a breath 

of relief and took the heavy volume in my hand. For a diary, it was too large: roughly the size 

of a codex and a good five inches in thickness. As the small key turned without resistance in 

the lock, I felt a childish curiosity wash over me. I turned the heavy cover and the first time in 

my life, I saw the book for what it really was: an anthology. An anthology of everything. 

Newspaper articles, poems, quotes, thoughts of my Grandfather, letters, some of them 

transcribed, others glued right in. I turned the pages savagely, wanting to consume it, to have it 

all at once like a child attacks a cake they’ve been waiting for. As the words, paragraphs and 

pictures rushed across my field of vision, I noticed something odd. Mid-way the book about 

two hundred pages were missing their centres. The edges bore writing of all sorts but the mid-



section mas meticulously carved out with a razor blade, so that a small package, roughly bigger 

than my palm, could be fitted inside the cavity. The brown paper had one word scribbled on top 

of it: Claire. I shivered at its sight. No doubt, it was what my Grandfather had wanted me to 

find.  

Upon further inspection, the content of the package revealed itself to be letters, all of them sent 

to my Grandfather. Most of them were short, but there were a few longer ones weaving over 

two or even three pages. The thought, that it would take too much time to read them all here, at 

once, ticked me off. I sank them into my jacket pocket, took the large book under my armpit 

and headed for my car.  

*** 

Rain was now pounding relentlessly on the window of my study. It had begun to dribble why I 

was on my way back from Grandpa’s house and by the time I arrived in my hometown, the 

windshield wiper could scarcely move across the thick sheet of glass, let alone provide me with 

a clear view of my surroundings – driving seemed to be more of a guess work while Russian 

roulette proved to be a completely safe game compared to entering an intersection in live traffic. 

My clothes were now drying on the radiator and I was sitting in a comfortable armchair with 

dry clothes on. Strange, how a few concrete walls, some cushions, hot tea and the warm light 

of an incandescent light bulb can make one feel completely safe while being three stories above 

ground in pouring rain and with an early afternoon darkness fast approaching.  

I took a sip from my tea, put the cup back on its saucer and took out the small package which 

held my great-aunt’s letters to my Grandfather. Earlier today I’d shared a few text messages 

with my brother (“Hey Bran, wanna check out the mine with me? I can drop by on the way” 

No, thanks, maybe another time, I’m heading to Grandpa’s” “no problem, I’m going anyway… 

if you wanna see it some other time, just text me”).  The heavy book – Miscellaneous – was 

perched atop my desk and its presence loomed over me like the shadow of a willow tree skids 

over the still waters of a black lake. Upon unfolding the first letter, I was met with the most 

beautiful handwriting I’ve ever seen in my life. Even without the name „Claire” scribbled into 

the top-left-hand corner, I could easily tell that the black strokes of ink were those of a woman. 

I’ve always adored my Grandfather for his exquisitely tidy handwriting and I still bear the 

suspicion that the way Alice’s gentle hand would skid across the paper, leaving behind the 

marks of her fountain pen played a big part in me falling in love with her. But this... No human 

being could wish for getting closer to perfection than aunt Claire did by weaving her thoughts 

into written text: every „a” looked the same and no „l” seemed to grow one millimetre higher 

than the rest. Though highly artistic and symmetrical, the lines were still full of life, unlike the 

fake handwriting fonts computers nowadays provide.  

 

May 21st 

Dear Gustav! 

As this is my first letter to you from my new home, I do hope that if finds you well 
and in excellent health. I cannot truly express my gratitude for you enormous 

generosity and I’m afraid that these subtle lines do little to address my thankfulness. 
The house is mesmerizingly beautiful and the view from our bedroom on the first floor 



is breath-taking. I must admit, I was a bit surprised when you announced that you’d 

be giving us a parcel of land, along with a house and a coal mine and I was a bit 
anxious that my new home might not be completely to my taste. However, it seems 

that you do always manage to find the perfect gift... The first time I saw it I fell in 
love with it! Shall I ever have children, I’m more than delighted to know that they 

shall run and play in this swirling sea of grass, so green, so fresh, so full of life. It moves 
like the ocean in the afternoon breeze, it rises and falls like the gentle bosom of a young 
maid on her wedding night and with the rising sun, drops of dew sparkle on top of it 

like a billion stars on a clear summer night.  

By the edge of the grass field, the forest sways with every wind and after the shroud 
of darkness falls, the pine trees breathe soothingly in the night. Bill and I are most 

excited to do gown the narrow pathway, which serves as a shortcut to the lonesome 
mountain peak, beneath which lies our coal mine. I can tell you, Gustav, I’ve never 

felt happier in my life, everything seems to be perfect: the neighbourhood, our 
marriage, the house and this whole place. Bill told me that he missed the hustle and 
bustle of the city but I truly enjoy every moment of the sacred silence of the mountains. 

It is said that isolation can have adverse effects on the long run as well but the village 
is only half-a-mile away so we aren’t completely cut off from civilization. Frank told 

us not to worry, the roads never get completely snowed in, not even during the 
harshest of winters. 

He is the caretaker of the land and lives nearby in a small cabin. He claimed to be 

able to fix almost anything and despite being 74 years old, he doesn’t move at all like 
an old man. Bill and he get along fine but I am a bit afraid of him. Maybe it’s the faint 

smell of brandy on him or his strange manners –he’s very kind but doesn’t generally 
speak much – but he had a weird first impression on me. I told Bill but he just brushed 
it off, saying that the old man probably had way to many years of solitude. I told him 

about the liquor too but he said that it was from him – he had two shots in the local 
tavern while on a stroll in the village. I tried to insist but he gently took me by the 

shoulder, kissed me and told me that I should probably rest as moving so far away 
must have put me through great stress. He’s most likely right but I did have to tell you 
about it.  

Anyway, we plan to visit the mine at the end of the month, once everything has found 
its place in the house. ’Till then, please take good care of yourself, and I once again 
thank you for everything.  

Love and kisses, 

Claire. 

 

 

The cheerful tone of the letter – despite or maybe because of – the slightly creepy description 

of the caretaker shed an eerie shadow over the beginning of my great aunt’s life in the 

mountains. One thing I’ve truly learnt during my 28 years of life: not one thing ever stays the 

same. If bad luck strikes, it might be a positive sign, that good fortune is about to smile upon 

you. However, if everything’s peaceful and quiet, it’s more often than not a sign that it all may 



go to crap. The first letter somehow suggested a great storm of trouble coming. With great 

anticipation, I took the next one in hand and began to read.  

June the 3rd 

My dear brother! 

I thank you for your kind words, they mean the world to me. We had a ton of work on 

our hands so I couldn’t afford to write you back sooner for which I am deeply sorry. 
Due to the great many things we had to take care of, we couldn’t afford ourselves 

enough spare time to pay a visit to the mine. We had a pretty bad leak in our piping 
system but luckily Bill and Frank could fix it in no time flat. We had many occasions 

to meet him and I have to tell you that I was wrong about him initially: it’s true that 
he really only speaks when he absolutely has something to say but his sinister nature 
did prove to be a figment of my imagination: he knows his way around the house and 

is eager to help wherever he can.  

After fixing the leak, Bill had to go down to the post office in the village so I was left 
alone with Frank. He insisted on not taking any money for his work but I offered him 

a cup of coffee which he accepted without hesitation. During the long silences between 
the occasional sips from his cup, he asked me but one question: if we were planning to 

take a look at the mine. I told him about our plans for the trip down there after we 
were finished with our work, to which he only said: 

„Wouldn’t if I were you. There’s a reason for that place being abandoned...” 

He then emptied his cup and without giving me a single chance for a reply, sat up, 

thanked the coffee and prepared to leave. I told him that I was grateful for his concern 
but the mine had been our gift and we really had to explore it. To this he replied with 

a nod and limped out the door.  

I find it quite strange that even in modern times, local folklore can hold people in such 
a strong grip. You know that I always hated ghost stories – they always used to keep 
me wondering if there had been any truth to the whole thing of was it just a product 

of a highly imaginative mind. Frank was rather short on words but he did succeed in 
giving me goose bumps once more. He didn’t intend to scare us, though – it was just 

part of his life: reminding newcomers about mythical dangers in the stomach of the 
mountain. Despite his strange behaviour, I think that Bill and I are going to be good 

friends with him. The time is now running late, though, so I guess I should say good 
bye.  

Take care! 

Claire 

 

Just as I finished reading the letter, the sound of the front door opening shook me out from my 

thoughts. It was Alice coming home from her afternoon shift. Her arrival reminded me how 

much time I’ve spent submerged in my aunt’s manuscripts, how much toil it took reading and 

re-reading these two letters, looking for anything else than the meaning of the text, that might 

hold information about Claire’s past. I had the oppressive feeling that I was poking at something 



which was better left alone and that I was about to be initiated in a truth best left unknown. 

Outside my window, beneath the folds of the greyish drapes of rain, the last beams of sunlight 

were scurrying away from the dark fingers of night crawling ever closer. The hour was already 

late... 

 

Part 3. – Fragments of a sinister past 

 

I wouldn’t by any means call myself a bad sleeper but the night after I read the first two letters... 

Not that they beheld any kind of ghastly revelation but they certainly did have a negative effect 

on my sleep. I had dark visions of endless, winding tunnels with cold, black goo seeping from 

their walls and felt the presence of something lurking beyond the veil of the darkness which 

filled those honeycombs. I can’t particularly recall any of the images which led me to burst 

awake in cold sweat without any control over my muscles but I had the sensation of stepping 

into a realm of understanding inconceivable for the human mind and therefore best left 

untouched. I felt that in my dream I came upon some crucial bit of information but I could not, 

however, prevent my discovery from slipping out of my lose grasp of perception and it slowly 

began to fade into a dull sense of unease. 

Strangely, I have once again overslept – a thing I don’t usually do, not even on my days off. 

Alice was already nowhere to be found and I was left with a note from her which said that she 

had had to go to work early and would probably stay overtime. Her absence did not surprise 

me, though, for the hour was, indeed, very late. However, I came to notice that I had also gotten 

a text-message from her, expressing her concern of my well-being, and asking if I was okay, 

since I’ve „muttered strange words” in my sleep and could not by any means be woken up.  

After answering her text and brewing myself some coffee, I headed for my study to finish my 

most interesting read. The small bundle of letters was beckoning to me from my desk, so I sank 

into my chair and took the next one in hand, a short little thing, bearing news of joy within.  

 

August 21st 

Gustav, my beloved brother! 

Just a few lines, since at the moment I’m way too overjoyed to keep my hands from 

shaking... I’m with child!!! I truly cannot describe the way I feel right now: we, humans, 
either do not completely understand the word happiness or there is no word for this 

feeling in any language meant for our tongues.  

I do hope that in my next letter I’ll be able to give you more information for the next 
time when I write, I shall be somewhat freed from this state of intoxicating euphoria. 

Until then, I thank you for everything! 

Your sister, who shall always have a special place for you in her heart,  

Claire. 



P.S.: Bill insisted on me adding this: we still haven’t had time to take a look at the mine 

but tend to make the trip next week. 

 

What I read left me flabbergasted and disturbed at the same time. It was astounding to find out 

that I had a second cousin from my great aunt, Claire. How was it that I’ve never heard of him 

or her before? Was he or she even born? It seemed that the more I kept digging in for answers, 

the more questions I was left with. Despite the uplifted and cheerful mood of the last letter, I 

took the next one in hand with apprehension, afraid of what else I might discover. Good 

surprises in life rarely come without a shadow, do they?  

The first glance over the next letter in the bundle confirmed my anxiety. The date was oddly far 

from the one bearing the happy news of Claire’s pregnancy and it was obvious that between the 

two letters, there was another document, which seemed to be lost. The face of the letter had also 

changed. I was still absolutely positive that I was reading my aunt’s elaborate handwriting but 

a few letters were oddly misshapen and the spaces between the lines were uneven at times.  

 

November the 2nd 

 

Dear Gustav! 

Thanks for your concern. I really didn’t expect you to take Frank’s story seriously but 

I had to write it out. You see, Bill calls it rubbish, and wouldn’t even consider talking 
about the whole thing. It unnerves me, Gustav! I know I should pay no attention to it 

and it’s most likely nonsense but I’m so confused right now… I really need to talk about 
it with someone. With Bill brushing it all off, I’ve got nobody to turn to. We are still 

newbies in the neighbourhood and I have no idea how to tell you this without sounding 
paranoid. The villagers were so friendly and eager to help when we were moving in 
but now they’re all so distant and cold. I think it has something to do with the story 

old Frank told us. Whenever we mention the mine to someone, they become silent and 
should we ask them a question, they try to make the answer as short as possible 

without being rude. It all sound like harmless local folklore but... I don’t know, Gustav. 
Could you come up here for the weekend? We could give you the top room, it has an 

amazing view and I could make the curry chicken you like so much. 

I’m worried and I don’t know if I even have a reason to be so. Bill looks so eager to get 
the trip to the mine over with but every time he could leave, something comes up. He 
always smiles and tells me that „there’s nothing down there but coal, the old man’s a 

bit crazy, Darling”. I keep telling myself that I hope he’s right and meanwhile feel so 
stupid for letting an old caretaker’s story get to me like that. Otherwise he’s very 

friendly so I must believe that he thinks he’s telling the truth – he doesn1t look like he’s 
just trying to spook us. I feel conflicted.  

Claire 

P.S.: Please do try to visit us, I haven’t seen you for a long time and Bill could use 

someone to have a cold beer with. Love! 



 

 

So brief... And so different. The eeriness of this letter unnerved me and the fact that it had 

references to a text which I hadn’t had a chance to read made it even more chilling. By the time 

I’ve finished reading the letter, I was definitely positive that whatever kind of truth lay at the 

end of this journey, it wouldn’t be pleasant to unfog. I knew that when I’d be done reading all 

the letters, I might end up regretting to let my curiosity get the better of me but I told myself 

that no ghost of the past could possibly hurt me. These fragments of memories could not – and 

would not conjure up any kind of spirit from the past that could do harm to anybody in the 

present, I was sure of that. My knowledge of the past – or the exact lack of it – could not, in 

any way change the face of it, so I braced myself for whatever sinister truth was about to come 

and decided to read all the letters at once.  

 

November, the 30th 

 

Dear Brother! 

I’m sorry that you couldn’t come but I guess I understand it. Living the life you do, it 

mustn’t be easy to spare time for everything, even if you have no problem making 
ends meet. But despite all that, I’d really like to talk to you. There are so many things 

I have to tell you – feelings that I can’t explain in letters. We still haven’t had the 
phone lines installed in the house but I don’t think that speaking on the phone with 
you could put all my worries to rest.  

I have to tell you this one thing, though: Bill’s afraid. I can see it, feel it, even though 

he’s doing everything to look confident. It’s a bit annoying, to be honest. I’m supposed 
to be his partner for good and we really used to be able to talk such things over. He 

keeps finding excuses to go to the mine – not that I’m fond of the idea of him going 
there alone, for that matter. I’ve tried to persuade him against the trip but he just 

doesn’t seem to listen. He keeps talking about the mining equipment we have to rent, 
the mining crew we have to hire and boasts on end about the fortune the coal from 
that place would earn us. He’s always „leaving at the first opportunity” but it’s only 

talk. If only he’d admit that he’s afraid and leave the whole thing alone. I know we’d 
find a job in the village – it wouldn’t make us millionaires but we could earn a living. 

But no, we need the mine, he keeps saying. I think he’s getting obsessed with the place... 

Many a night I find him awake, lying on his back and staring at the ceiling. I asked 
him about this new habit and he only answered that the next day, he’d make the trip 

to the mine. To tell the truth, I’m a bit ashamed for having to tell you all this and I 
have no idea how to put it right. I really don’t want to hurt your feelings, the mine 
was, indeed, a very generous gift from you and I hate to sound disgraceful. This whole 

thing, it sucks the happiness out of everything... our marriage... my pregnancy... 

Bill and I have been to see the doctor for the first time since the test. I was so relieved 
to hear that everything was alright with the baby, yet my happiness couldn’t be 

without the bitter feeling of unease. There were three young couples there, all three of 



them happy and gleeful. Bill didn’t say a word the whole time and there wasn’t a hint 

of smile on his face. My belly hasn’t started to swell noticeably yet but the doctor told 
him to feel how the skin was already becoming stretched on it. He reluctantly placed 

his palm on it for a few seconds, nodded and sat back into his chair, while gazing in 
front of him, with his mind completely elsewhere.  

I know we have every reason to be happy – the house, the mine, the easy living we can 

make and most of all, my pregnancy but on the other hand, I can’t shake off the feeling 
that there’s something rushing towards us; that some distant peril has its eyes set on 
us. Please come and see us soon! 

Love,  

Claire 

 

I put down the pack of letters and paused for a second. By that time I could already feel fear 

growling in the back of my mind.  

’Why the hell don’t I just put this shit away and leave it alone?’ – I asked myself...  

But despite having noticed that those words from the past did have a negative effect on my 

mood, I could not fight my curiosity off. These letters... These were old, these were strange, 

these were real, these were everything I’ve been waiting for in my entire career of museum 

work. I couldn’t just leave such revelation because they might threaten with pee-pee-pants-hour 

striking its mark!  

With my renewed lust for adventure and secrets, I leaned above the next letter and almost 

instantly noticed the change that has taken place during those weeks between the 30th of 

November and the 14th of December. The written words looked like they were not scribbled but 

spat on the paper, some lines were illegibly close to each other while there were other lines 

separated by wide, empty chasms of blank paper between them. All trace of my aunt’s elaborate, 

long but smooth sentences was gone – they’ve been replaced by short, to-the-point ones, like 

the letter had been written in a haste.  

 

December, the 14th 

 

Gustav, 

There’s trouble here. I don’t know what, but there’s something definitely off. I couldn’t write for some 

time because I hadn’t been able to do so. I’m going to get everything out on the table now, so that you 

can finally believe me. However, I can’t do so without crying, so hence the pats on the paper.  

Not much longer after getting your response, Bill and I had a heated discussion. I blamed him fro not 

even trying to understand me and he blamed me for being too emotional. I said the final word and 

almost immediately regretted it. I’ve come to fear that that has been the reason why things are the 

way they are right now. I called him a coward for not venturing into the mine. He shut the door right 



into my face and the next morning, he was gone. For four weeks I could barely eat and my hands were 

shaking all the time. That’s why I couldn’t write to you – believe me, I’ve tried but I could barely 

hold the pen. A coil of rope, a miner’s helmet, a lantern and some oil were gone – we couldn’t yet 

afford to buy a portable electric light. Frank came over to help me with the food: I couldn’t eat, I 

couldn’t cook because of my shaking hands. He was very kind but he did manage to scare me, 

nonetheless. One night I mastered up the courage to ask his opinion of our situation. Bill’s been absent 

for almost an entire week. Frank asked whether it was his first trip down there, ti which I said yes. 

The he told me: 

„At first they come back. They always do. But he won’t be the same. They never are. I guess there’s 

no need for me to describe how this upset me.  

After one week and a half, Bill returned. When I first saw him, I thought I was going insane.  By 

that time I hadn’t eaten anything for two days and I thought I was beginning to see things. He was 

approaching in a fast pace while panting as if he’d been on the run from something for a long time. I 

ran over to him and held him, tears pouring from my eyes. He kissed me and then fell to his knees and 

lifted my shirt so he could kiss my –now swollen belly for the first time ever. I helped him into the 

house and sat him at the table. His lips were parched – a clear sign of heavy dehydration. I asked 

him where he’d been. No answer. I asked him again. Nothing. I asked him if he had gone down the 

mineshaft. He nodded. I proceeded to ask him what happened. He just shook his head. It was then that 
I realised that he wasn’t meeting my eyes. He wasn’t consciously looking away but looking past me.  

I prepared ourselves some dinner, since the shaking of my hands got somewhat more tolerable. While 

we were eating, I noticed that he had trouble lifting his right hand. Upon asking, he gestured his 

back. I took his shirt off and noticed and improvised bandage barely covering a wound – he seemed to 

have had trouble reaching that particular area. I took him to the bathroom and washed the wound 

and did my best to disinfect it. It looked like two parallel cuts, as if he had been slashed by a double 

bladed weapon or... scarred by... something. It wasn’t too deep but it must have hurt badly. Still, not 
a word from him.  

The worst part is just ahead. I know that we’ve never had any problems discussing intimacy so I’ll 

be direct. We made love that evening, for the first time since my pregnancy – I wish we hadn’t. Bill 

always used to swipe me off my feet with his passion. As calm and level headed as he was, he could 

spend a whole hour pleasuring me in bed and even during the intercourse, he’d put my pleasure ahead 
of his.  

The best way to describe the last time is that his body did everything it was supposed to do, the way it 

was supposed to; but his mind and soul weren’t there. He just laid on his back while I… I did all the 
“work”. He fell asleep right after it, something he never used to do.  

A week has passed since. He still doesn’t talk and does everything by routine. He doesn’t sleep during 

the night, I often find him sitting on the living room couch. He takes a nap after each meal – I have 



a feeling that eating exhausts him. The wound on his back doesn’t want to heal but it doesn’t seem 

to be infected.  

I’m worried sick, Gustav, please come and pay us a visit! 

Claire 

 

The next letter held neither address nor date. I supposed that all information must have been 

written on the envelope. The text was short and the writing even shabbier.  

 

Gustav… I’m begging you. Please come and visit. I don’t know how much longer I 

can take this. I feel like I can no longer tell madness and reality apart. I keep 

having nightmares about never ending tunnels and places deep within the 

mountain. As beautiful as the rocky path to the mine seemed at first, I’ve come to 

hate the sight of it. Bill still doesn’t talk. Frank was right: he isn’t the same 

anymore. I don’t want my baby to have a childhood like this. Come. Please. Come 

visit us! 

Claire 

 

What slipped next into my hand was a telegraph.  

 

 

Name of Sender: Claire Hudson Name of Receiver: Gustav Frowley Address: Huntington str. Nr. 821 
3500118, CV 

Bill’s gone… Again. I can no longer cry and the only thing I feel is fear. He’s not 
coming back. Not this time; I know it. He’s been gone for six weeks now. I’ve 
locked all the doors, bolted all the lower windows but I still don’t feel safe. 
Frank told me that it’s useless to barricade myself. I guess I owe you an 
explanation, though. 
Bill spoke. For the first time since he came back and I’m sure that it was the last 

time I was there to listen. Right before he left again, he sat down on the couch 
with me, looked me in the eye and spoke my name. I’ve almost forgotten the 
sound of my own name, Gustav, I’ve almost forgotten it. His voice was cracked 



but he spoke freely and deliberately. He told me everything he’d seen in the 
mine. He paused only once to settle into a more comfortable position. The 

wound on his back still hasn’t gotten any better, you see… No matter what kind 
of ointment I use, it just doesn’t want to heal itself. He put an arm around my 
shoulder – his first conscious touch fore aeons of time. He said he’d written 
everything down on a piece of paper for you and that I should send it to you. I 
asked Frank to send it along with the telegram – I no longer venture out of the 

house. After that horrid story, he said he was tired and that he needed to rest. 
He didn’t want to make love but held me in a tight embrace. The things he said 
disturbed me, sure but I began to feel hopeful again. I fell asleep smiling.  
Come morning he was gone. I found a note on my bedroom’s doorstep: “There’s 
more. I’m going back.” I can’t say more right now. I want to. I have to. I need 

to. But I can’t. I hope you get Bill’s letter soon. So long. 
 

Part 4: Revelations and addled minds 

 

Bill’s letter was different. It didn’t bear the charismatic strokes of my Grandfather and it didn’t 

in the slightest manner resemble aunt Claire’s waving calligraphy but it wasn’t an illegible 

zigzag of lines either. A working man’s pen-strikes – that’s the best way I can describe it. Clean, 

clear and tidy but nothing too characteristic, and definitely no sign of an artistic touch.  

 

Hey, Goose!  

Claire’s letter will probably explain the weird shit you’re about to see in mine. I kind of feel 

bad for never writing to you and I don’t think these words are going to make up for it. I’m 

going to go back to that place, there’s so much more left to find there and I’m not talking 

about the coal, of course. I don’t think I’m going to be coming back, though, so take this as 

a farewell from me; after what happened the first time in there I don’t think it’s going to let 

me out. It wants me… What I met down there… It’s just a product of it, an anomaly born of 

its curious nature and I can feel it calling out for me. At the beginning I wanted to know 

so badly but I was afraid – now I’m no longer in fear but it’s no longer me who wants to 

know, either… It wants me to know. But don’t take the mine a place for scientific research; 

one may go there for personal “enlightenment”. Kind of ironic, after all, since the revelation 

truly is sinister, dare I say malign.  

I’ve disturbed something ancient down there when I ventured into those forsaken tunnels. 

The mine is indeed, very-very old and it seems to be less of a mystery why it had been 

slumbering abandoned for all those centuries without a hand to exploit its riches. The coal 

down there is of excellent quality, the purest I’ve ever seen. The entrance has a shabby iron 

structure with sheet metal flooring of relatively modern origin but after a few paces into the 

shaft it quickly gives way for older, more out-of-date means of support: the ceiling is held 

up mostly by wooden frames made out of sturdy oak which at many places has rotten to a 

degree where can no longer serve as proper support for the duct. However, the mineshaft is 

still relatively safe or at least there’s no sign nailed at the entrance indicating otherwise.  

The first mile still had a few old wires and broken lamps dangling from rusted hooks in 

the wood, reminiscent of a once used electric lighting system but since most parts have 



already been stolen and resold as scrap copper, I doubted that it could ever be powered back 

on. As I pressed on deeper, already having lit the wick in my mining lantern, I noticed a 

few odd changes: the duct forked many times but never at a wide angle. Also, the walls were 

continuously getting blacker and blacker – at first I attributed this phenomena to the 

darkness closing in on me in a tight embrace but then I noticed that it was due to the rich 

carbon content of the ground it was dug into. This, along with the narrowing shaft led me 

to believe that the mine workers were no longer interested in getting the coal out but to carve 

deeper and deeper into the heart of the mountain and as quickly as possible. On many 

occasions, I’ve noticed old mining equipment left behind – a helmet here and a pick-axe 

there, shattered fragments of lantern shades… Among with something else, something that 

disturbed me down there and set my mind on alert but right now I can’t really put my 

finger on it.  

I remember taking a closer look at the frames holding up the tunnel. As the bore was winding 

deeper into the earth, the wood seemed to be more intact – cold air and the lack of exposure to 

the outside elements seemed to preserve the work of men excellently. Many of the logs held 

scratches, though, which, upon closer inspection revealed themselves to be writing of a sort. 

In the dim, shimmering light of my lantern I could make out words of a short poem which 

– for reasons yet unknown – sent a cold shiver trickling down my spine.  

“Out to the light we yearn to go 

But deep in cold stone – we want to know” 

The words resounded in my head with an eerie tone and only now do I know – feel – the 

meaning of them. The desire to know and the prospect of receiving secrets which shake our 

nature in its grounds was overwhelming. Just now, however, as I wrote down the lines of the 

short poem, I remembered the thrilling detail shrouded in the swirling lake of memories: the 

smell. Oh bloody hell, the smell was everything. I can still feel that faint odour lingering 

in my nostrils. It was scent completely unfamiliar to me. I wouldn’t go as far as calling it 

stench since it was neither oppressive nor disgusting but definitely unpleasant. As I was 

pressing onward into the tunnel, it was growing slightly stronger but never so strong that 

I could feel it without focusing on it.  

I cannot remember the exact amount of time I’ve spent advancing deeper and deeper into the 

mineshaft but I did have to change the wick in my lantern and it had been a fresh one that 

I left with. In hope of finding more writing or marks left by the workers, I looked for the next 

frame when I realised that there was none. The walls of the tunnel were no longer made out 

of coal but solid rock. I wasn’t in a mineshaft any more but in a natural cave, dug by 

nature itself – or at least that’s what I thought (hoped). But I couldn’t admire the rock 

formations at the dim light of my lantern for too long as the bore of the cavern got smoother 

and smoother with every step until it looked like the inside of a 17th century rifle barrel. 

And most importantly, it started to widen out rapidly until I could no longer see neither the 

ceiling nor the opposite wall. I stopped for a minute to admire the amazing structure and 

upon close inspection, I found out that the walls were vertical, suggesting a rectangular 

cross section. The air was cool and moist but I couldn’t feel the natural draft so many a time 

found inside natural caves. This meant that the tunnel had only one way – a way in.  



I went to study the walls and almost dropped my oil lantern when I got close enough to see 

what was all over them. What I first mistook for scratches, turned out to be writing. This – 

however, could in no way be the work of a mining crew. Text had been chiselled into the rock, 

covering the whole surface of the walls – I was absolutely positive that if I had had a stronger 

light source, I would find the same thing on the ceiling as well. The characters resembled 

letters of an alphabet we now refer to as a “runic script” but the marks looked like none of 

the so called “Viking runes” one might see tattooed on the back of a tough biker, who’s overly 

concerned of their German origins. The walls beheld nothing but the strange kind of 

writing, at places obscured by patches of underground fungi.  

Just as I was getting ready to write a few lines of the text down into the small notebook I’ve 

brought along, I heard something: a light scuffle, barely noticeable in the pulsating 

darkness. I jolted and held my lantern high to cast the light as far as possible. Nothing… 

Again I heard it, this time from above. I lifted my gaze but saw… nothing. I stood still and 

waited for it. A whole minute must have passed ‘till I heard the sound of scurrying feet on 

cold stone again – this time from behind. I spun on my heel to bring down my fist on my 

stalker’s face but before I could shed as much of a glimpse on its face, I was pushed off 

balance by incredible force and hit the stone hard. My lamp fell out of my grasp but luckily 

didn’t break – it was lying on the floor, its flame strengthened by the oil inside being 

shaken up. Light was bleeding out of it and I saw the faint, orange beams lick my body 

and dance all over the wall in a devilish waltz. Then, out of the corner of my eye, I saw my 

lantern… being picked up… by something. From the position I was lying in, I could not see 

but its feet which were long and thin, covered in thin, grey skin meshed with thin, black 

blood vessels. From the horrid feet I lifted my gaze to the wall in front of me, where the light 

of my lantern spat its shadow on the smooth stone surface. It stood tall, towering and I was 

sure that its height wasn’t part of an optical illusion played by the mischievous angle of the 

light, unlike the shadows, which grow tall and thin in the flaring orange of the sunset.  

Its form was twisted but had all the characteristics of a human body. It stood on two legs 

but they were all wrong! The knees were bent backwards, and the thighs were strangely 

stretched, elongated. The body was crooked and even in that cursed shadow I could see its 

spine poking out through the thing layer of skin on its back. One arm held my lantern and 

the other was dangling loose, its shadow periodically obscured by the light source as it 

swung back and forth. The silhouette, however, did not reveal, whether the two long 

appendices on its hand were fingers of enormous length or the being was blessed with 

unnaturally long claws. With its thin arms – which strangely looked like they’d been 

twisted to the point where joints would pop out of their places – and frail body the whole 

eldritch thing looked pitiful and even vulnerable, despite its great size. It was examining 

my lantern with its head tilted to a side – for my sanity to remain somewhat intact, I tried 

my best not to visualize its eyes. For a placid moment both creature and I stood motionless. 

Then it proceeded to move its shadow out of my field of vision and took my lantern with it. 

The devilish dance of the light took on a maddening tempo as my sole source of light was 

bobbing in the hands of an unknown, unseen monstrosity, until it went out completely. It 

was then that I decided to make my move. I rushed to the wall in utter darkness, throwing 

tools around in order to discombobulate the creature – ‘if I can’t see it, it mustn’t be able to 

see me either’ – I thought. I turned out to be dead wrong.  



Somehow I had managed to find the wall of the tunnel where I crouched down and pulled 

my knees up to my chest. Silence. It was either not moving or doing it without a sound. I 

began to breathe out slowly, trying my best to calm my panting. I held my breath for a 

moment to listen if it had approached me. Nothing. My brain was no longer trying to 

achieve the impossible; that is to convince me that what I’d been seeing wasn’t a figment of 

my imagination or a trick of the mind to fill in the darkness. And then… It wasn’t the 

smell nor the sound that hit me first. It wasn’t the feeling of a presence, either. It was the 

warmth. The warmth of breath on my face. And then came the most nauseating, nerve-

killing putrid stench I’ve ever felt. I screamed and pushed its face away with both my hands. 

I couldn’t make out any other facial features than a gaping hole for a mouth and two slits 

for nostrils. As for the eyes… There were none. No eye sockets, either but a face covered with 

thin skin which oozed with a slippery goo. I yelled “fuck” and then I was picked up and 

hurled aside with incredibly force. I felt a sharp pain in my back, the sensation of being 

slashed with a white-hot sabre. I stumbled forward and fell down again; my hand brushed 

something cold and hard. Metal… my oil lantern! I grabbed it, swung it back over my 

shoulder and felt it find its mark. I staggered to my feet and ran as fast as I could. The 

dense, heavy air of the tunnel did little to nothing to satisfy my burning need for oxygen. 

I was running for dear life, though. Running, falling, getting up and running again… I 

still don’t know how I found my way out of the tunnel.  

My memories after the escape are all a blur of events, of different feelings mixed together. 

The sight of the house, the touch of warm skin on my lips, the taste of food in my mouth 

and the soft embrace of my bed and something else… something that used to feel… 

something I used to do… differently. I was catatonic. I guess I still am in a way. Yet I must 

go back. I can’t explain it. It wants me to know. It wants me to meet the thing again… It 

means me no harm or at least not in a way, we humans think of it. It is not the creature… 

It is not the coal… It is not the text… It is… it’s… it… it makes no difference. Try to take care 

of Claire! 

Bill 

*** 

 

I needed a few minutes to think things through after I’ve read Bill’s letter. I was still at the point 

where I was desperately trying to persuade myself that all of this could be attributed to the 

effects of long-term isolation. Modern science even has a name for the syndrome: Cabin Fever. 

However, the letters didn’t have the common panicky vibe to them, which is attributed to the 

condition above mentioned but seemed more like milestones on a roadway towards insanity 

walked by a slowly disintegrating mind, a sanity slowly consumed by some other force, like 

cancer eating through healthy tissue. The question, however was: Were the horrors described 

the products of this dementia or was it the other way around? Could fear be so powerful to rob 

one of their former selves? And more importantly: was I really that eager to find the answer to 

this question? Did I really want to venture from my placid garden blindness out into a world 

filled with shivery sights inconceivable to the human mind? Reading these letters wasn’t like 

the ghost-ride in an amusement park: I could afford myself the privilege of getting out at any 

point and burn those relics of terror. But maybe that was the reason I stayed. It’s said that 

suspicion is worse than knowing. I disagree: suspicion bears hope within itself while knowing 



shatters it into tiny bits of pieces. Revelation is like a sheet of glass shattered on the floor – no 

matter the cleaning up afterwards, you’re always left with a shrapnel lodged in somewhere. And 

I thought myself to be fully prepared to smash the frail sheet of ignorance against the hardest 

truth of my life. 

I was once again met with my aunt’s shabby handwriting. It has gotten so bad that there were 

words (truths) I couldn’t even make out and the whole text seemed to be smeared with ink by 

a hand shaking with constant terror. 

 

Gustav 

It wants the baby! I’ve seen it yesterday, to Heaven, I’ve seen it! One 
moment it was there and the other… nothing. If only Bill had had a 
gun. Visit me. Visit mE! It’s going to do it to the baby, I can feel it. I 
know that it’s after. To corrupt MY little one. Visit. That’s why it’s sent 
its cursed slave, the sightless beast. 

“Whoa! Hold your fucking horses!” – I shouted out loud in the empty apartment. If I’m getting 

it properly, the sightless beast must be the creature Bill saw in the mine. The whole time I 

thought that whenever Claire or her husband spoke of “it”, they referred to that thing. Turns out 

it’s just a… slave? What could be the mastermind behind the whole place, the whole mine? Or 

could it be… the mine itself? If a place is so powerful to distort minds in a way like it did with 

Claire’s, it would be the only place where such things as the creature described by Bill could 

thrive… At this time, my conscious mind was fighting ferociously to convince me that Bill and 

Claire were mere subjects of severe Cabin Fever – after all, there was no evidence of the course 

of events, none whatsoever! A twisted mind writes twisted things, simple as that. There could 

be no (should be) no proof… 

 

You’ve never visited me. Why won’t you believe your sister? You think 
I’m going insane? As much as you love me, you can’t believe a word I 
say, right? Well, I hope what I send along with this letter shall 
convince you…  

Oh, Gustav! It got inside! Devil take it, it got inside the house, despite 
all the booby traps, locked doors and bolted windows. I even put the 
bookcase in front of the fireplace. VISIT ME!!!! I’ve been sleeping with 
a crow-bar next to my bed for the past few weeks. Last night was silent 
and calm, peaceful even. I slept soundly and had no nightmares for the 
first time. I awoke smiling and… then I felt it. It was a hand on my 



stomach. The room was jet black and I couldn’t see a thing. All I felt 
was the hand. It felt warm but the touch still made me shiver. A small 
palm and two long fingers ending in claws… It didn’t hit me, it didn’t 
grip me it was just resting its hand on my belly, feeling my little in 
there, one with me and so fragile… VISIT ME!!! I heard breathing and I 
felt my hand wrap around the cold steel of the crow-bar. The next thing 
I knew was that I was lifting it up for a second strike after the first one 
found its mark. I didn’t get so lucky: it grabbed my pitiful weapon and 
with no effort wrenched it out of my hand. I felt a soft but frim blow to 
my temple and… VISIT ME!!! 

The next thing I remember is lying in my bed. No headache, no dizziness. 
I got up and checked all my booby traps. None of them went off! Not a 
footprint in the flour sprinkled all over my bedroom floor. The box of rice 
installed above the door, meant to fall down at the slightest move 
wasn’t even touched. All my lines and tripwires were completely intact 
as if nothing had happened during the previous night. All the evidence 
–which I shall send to you in tis envelope – was the small piece of skin 
stuck on the curved end of the crow-bar. You’ll know then. Maybe 
you’ll… VISIT ME!!! 

But it doesn’t matter. It’s got what it wanted. First it took him: he’s 
down there with it now and he probably… And my baby… It got to it. 
It’s no longer mine. It’s inside me but it isn’t mine anymore.  

VISIT ME!!! 

The next letter held but a few lines, most of them made up of letters bound randomly 

(purposefully) together to form (revelations) gibberish. The letters, however… I couldn’t 

believe my eyes! They were perfect, like the ones in the very first letters sent to my 

Grandfather. Perfect lines with perfect words and what a shame that they meant close to 

(everything) nothing.  

 

Gustav chionchla! 



Cha deoch-slaint, u genn a traghidhech. The tidh is singing. I heard it. 
An tubbahcil inche mch inside my belly. It pains. Pains me much. 
Want to come out. Chinneanoch itche dunnah. Have to write zechael 
tinkya Glauchis fuchelle. Going to… Have to… Gunechemhil sichenit 
fochtrust’lye ke. Voices… Cut… Hagnhje I’m afraid. Slice… Can’t do 
it… yet… 

 

This was the only part compiled of words within my understanding. The next item, the last one 

in the package was a stuffed envelope, seemingly a pack of letters received in quick succession. 

Knowing my Grandfather, I suspected they’ve been organised in chronological order, so I took 

the outermost one, the size of a sticky note. It held a few large capitals which were smeared 

onto it in some sort of dark brownish paint or… could it be? 

IT IS DONE. IT HAS ENDED. NOW IT CAN CRAWL BACK TO ITS CURSED 
PARENT 
The next sheet of paper was an official document, seemingly an indigo copy of a police report 

while the other one bore the so familiar, spiky handwriting of my Grandfather. 

 

To you who’ve read it all, whoever you may be, my son, my nephew or whoever I’ll trust with this 

burden after the Ferryman has come for me. My dearest Claire… Had I once believed her before it got 

too late, had I once spared the time to pay her one visit! But was there any way I could’ve foreseen 

such horrible events? Is there any way to spot such a turn of fate on the horizon? 

The police report in this envelope offers little detail and serves merely as proof of what happened. Frank 

mailed me the last few letters at once, apart from the very last one which we pried out of Claire’s 

hands. I thought there must be something horribly wrong for my sister to imagine such things. I had 

Frank’s home number so I called him and asked him to go and check on Claire. He left the line alive 

and went next door immediately. He was the one to send my sister’s letters to me during the last few 

weeks as I found out later. She never left the house and slipped the pieces of paper out under the door. I 

stood next to the phone for fifteen minutes until Frank’s panting voice rasped through the receiver of 

my phone. 

“Called ‘em police. Ye gotta see this, mister, what a ploughin’ mess!” 

After this, the line went dead. I arrived at the scene an hour after the police –and the ambulance - got 

there. At first they didn’t let me see her, they said that it would be “unwise”. So while I was waiting 

outside with the medical crew tending to my sister in the house, I listened to the story told by a shaken 

and horribly frightened Frank. When he went to check on Claire, she wouldn’t answer. After pounding 

on the door for a good fifteen minutes, he decided to force it open. Having worked a few years as a 



locksmith, he managed to pick the lock in no time, however, he could not deal with the two latches 

secured onto the inside frame. He proceeded to bring down the door with an old pickaxe, however. When 

he entered, a box of rice fell onto his head and he noticed that the floor was covered in flour in order 

to detect the traces of potential intruders.  

He found Claire in the kitchen, lying in a pool of her own blood, crouched in the foetal position. Her 

unborn baby… was lying next to her, its umbilical cord crudely severed with… with the serrated 

kitchen knife she used to prematurely extract the foetus from her own belly. Of course, there was no 

way the poor thing could survive the procedure: it was lying next to my sister, its lifeless, rigid body 

slowly losing its warmth.  

Frank told me he fought back his disempowering urge to turn away and run and he approached her. 

Claire was conscious – despite the unbearable level of pain she must have been in – and made eye 

contact with the old man. Frank called her name to which she responded by hissing and the talking 

in a language unknown to him – gibberish he called it. Her face than lit up as her sanity flickered its 

last before vanishing to smoke and with a very pleased grin on her face, she managed to utter: 

“You should’ve seen the way it crawled… Its face was hideous and its body just like… its Parent’s. It 

must be with its master now… Down below… “ 

Frank told me he could barely speak, his throat was clutched tight and dry as the ocean of sand beyond 

the sea. He asked her why she’d done it and before losing consciousness, Claire breathed: 

“Out to the light we yearn to go…” 

The coroner’s report said that the baby would’ve been a perfectly healthy, beautiful boy, had he not 

suffered the ordeal his mother had put him through. Claire was sent to Saint Sebastian’s Asylum. 

She’s… gone… She has a few moments when shadows of her sanity flare up in her eyes and her face 

turns sad, sometimes she even sheds a tear or speaks a few words, mostly incoherent. But she must 

almost be kept in a strait-jacket. She means no harm to the other patients but herself. Should she get 

loose, she immediately starts cutting and stabbing at herself with whatever instrument she can find 

and if there isn’t something sharp within her reach, she starts gnawing at her fingers. I could only 

once bring myself to visit her. I was prepared for the worst but the experience still shook me. She kept 

mumbling gibberish to herself while rocking back and forth in her chair. I grabbed her hand to which 

she responded by thrashing around violently. Though the hairs on my back stood on end, I didn’t let 

go. Then she stopped, looked me in the eye and said “brother” before losing consciousness. I left in a 

hurry and never went back.  

It’s all my fault. I was the one to let this all happen. I should’ve believed Claire, I should’ve visited 

her. We should’ve sold the house, blow up the mine and leave it all behind. But no… I had to stay 

sceptic. Many say I’ve managed to lead a perfect life… But to me it’s one bitter word: regret.  

Farewell! 

The letter fell out of my hand and like a feather in still air, floated to the floor. I read the police 

report – it was nothing but a less detailed description of the horrid scene that greeted poor old 



Frank. Its value was that it was official – it proved that something did happen. I had no guts to 

read the coroner’s report. So aunt Claire never died of kidney failure – she might very well be 

alive if the Ferryman had not yet breathed the cool kiss of death on her to relieve her troubled 

soul. She had, indeed, gone mad: to carve and infant out of her belly like that… It’s no work of 

a clear mind, that’s for sure! The rest of her letters, however, I could not place. Were the things 

there mentioned just mere figments of an addled mind? Could there be an ounce of truth to what 

she said or was it just shoving her way on the downwards spiral after her husband got lost 

(enlightened) in an old coal mine? Did Bill’s letter bear any facts? Was there really a dark tunnel 

with letters chiselled into its walls in an unknown language, running deep below the lonely 

mountain? Did a blind beast really live there or was it just a hallucination, a symptom of 

dehydration and fear of being lost (lured) in an abandoned mineshaft? 

I stood up from my armchair and began pacing around in the room. I couldn’t contain myself, 

I was desperately waiting for Alice to arrive. I had to share the whole experience with someone 

else to ease my anxiety. As Alice would not be home until later, I tried calling Tom. He was an 

engineer, a rational thinker. He wasn’t even religious like myself and while most of my time 

his scepticism bothered me, I tried to reach for the solid ground his opinion would provide in 

the murky waves of insecurity. I dialled the number but it went straight to voice mail. I dialled 

again: same thing. I shrugged.  

‘He must have a meeting or might be at the movies.’ – I thought. ‘Or he just simply has weak 

or no signal, who knows where the hell he’s travelling again’. 

The realisation struck me like a 12 gauge shotgun blast. The mine, he was visiting the fucking 

mine! And the only reason he doesn’t have signal is that he’s already… down below. I grabbed 

my hair and sat down on the bed. I kept muttering “no, no, no, shit, this can’t be!” for a good 

five minutes until the doorknob rattled.  

-Hey Hon! Guess what, I was released earl… 

Alice didn’t have time to finish her sentence as I rushed into the hall, grabbed her hand and led 

her to my desk.  

-Read it. – I said.  

-What, what’s this all about? 

-Just read it, you have to read it, Alice, please!  

*** 

I think we all know the feeling when you can’t go to sleep and not because you’re not tired but 

you’ve already fancy fatigue to the visions you see when dreams first embrace, than engulf and 

finally imprison you. Insomnia has many causes: trauma, brain damage, extreme exhaustion 

(yes, indeed), I could go on all day. It wasn’t the letters that robbed me of sleep, nor was it my 

fiancé’s expression as her eyes ran through the lines of my great aunt’s rapidly degrading 

handwriting and neither was it the lack of information I have about my brother’s whereabouts. 

No.  

The last blow of realisation, the last veil to fall off was like a grand shell fired during the finale 

of a mesmerizingly beautiful fireworks show but instead of uplifting my soul, it cast it into a 

deep, bottomless chasm of fear like one throws away a dirty rag. There’s a connection between 

the peculiar piece of parchment and Claire’s last but one letter that describes the visit of 

whatever is claimed (proved) to live inside the mine: “All the evidence –which I shall send to 

you in tis envelope – was the small piece of skin stuck on the curved end of the crow-bar.”  



There lies the proof. There lies the revelation of what those last words of my Grandfather have 

been written on; and it’s most certainly not paper… 

 


